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Your Life Has Been Tipped Upside Down
You've suffered a personal injury. Suddenly you need:
•
•

Support for your recovery – time, rest, help
Compensation for your loss – physical, emotional, financial

To make things worse, you may have already discovered your insurance company cares more about
reducing your claim payment – if they make one at all – than ensuring you receive all you rightfully
deserve.
Do You Need An Attorney?
The less money insurance companies pay out in claims, the more money they make. You cannot know
for sure your insurance company has your best interests in mind.
At Steve Weier Law, on the other hand, we represent your interests. We usually work on a contingency
fee basis. That way if there is no recovery, there is no fee.
Plus, you won't be alone when it comes to facing negotiations with a large insurance company. And if
your case demands it, we will take it to trial.
At the same time, we settle 87% of our cases without filing a lawsuit. And of the cases where we do
file lawsuits, we settle 90% of those prior to trial.
Choose Steve Weier Law To Manage Your Personal Injury Case...Personally
Your healthy recovery and best possible settlement depend upon having a legal team in your corner
that emphasizes personal injury cases. When Steve Weier founded his firm in 1997, his focus was on just
that...and doing the right thing, always.
That balance between law and personal respect continues to this day:
•

You and your case will be treated like our largest case thanks to our heavily staffed team.

•

The details you suddenly have to deal with will be managed by our hands-on team. And
expect to benefit from unique services, such as receiving help in managing the payment of
medical bills and assistance in getting the proper amount for your property damage.

•

The extra attention and service you receive comes at very competitive rates due to our
effective systems and cost-saving measures. You save when we choose electronic
communication over mail and couriers; you save when we charge less for photocopying.

From opening your insurance claim, to settlement, mediation, arbitration or trial, your personal injury case
is actively and intimately moved toward the resolution you deserve.
Contact us today to set up a no-charge consultation, or:

•
•
•

meet our experienced and personal team
learn about our emphasis on personal injury cases
find answers to questions other personal injury sufferers have asked

